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 This invention relates to armored clothing 
and its main -object is _the -provision of a 
bulletproof garment' which shall 4combine 
strength and resistabilityin use witha com 

5 parative flexibility and ease of wearing. 
‘According to the inveljlt‘ionl this and other 

objects are achieved by arranging pieces, 
preferably plates of bulletproof material be 
tween several. layers of a strong but flexible 

10 material, for example any suitable texture 
' which, for greater strength may be inter 
woven with steel or wirev netting, orto which 
hard material such as vulcanized fibre may 
be applied. The said plates of bulletproof 

15 material, according to the invention are 'ap 
plied'in preferably checkered arrangement 
and so as to overlap each other in roof-like 
manner, each line or row of plates, however, ’ 
bein separated from the other by a layer of 

20 ilexi le material, and there are free spaces 
left between successive vlines an'd/or rows, 
which are covered up by the underlying or 
overlying lines or rows of plates, and which 
are sol disposed, that the ease of movement of 

25 the liexible material will not be impaired. 
'The various layers of the flexible material 
with the armor lates attached thereto are 

_ superposed and astened'to each other so as 
to form one piece of comparatively great 

30 ñexibility and utmost resistancy against bul 
„ let shots and other impacts. ; 

Theraccompanying drawing illustratesby 
way of example a plece of armored texture 
for use in _the making of the improved body 
armor. « ~ '  

‘ Fig. 1 is an elevationalview, while . '_ 
2 is a section taken on line A-Bof 

ïn these figures the letter d_isuse'd to de~ 
4o 

which are provided with distancedb ieœs or 
pliantes of ulletproof material a, , and c'. 

e arrangement of these platos on the va 
rious leívers d is such that, when the three layers 
posed and fastened to_ ea 

A armor is obtained which, although maintain 
in‘g a high degree of ñexibility will yet en 
sure safety against the penetration of 

5° bullets because the armor plates a, b, and o 

note three layers of any suitable texture 

cover the entire surface lof the garment. If 
desired, `the individual layers d mayV be 
strengthened by interwoven steel wire or net 
ting, or by the application of hard materials, 
without thereby impairing their flexibility to 
any material extent. These strengthening 
means are not shown in the drawing as their 
arrangement is immaterial to the understand~ 
ing of the invention. ' 

It is evident that the invention may be sub 
. jected to different changes or alterations to 

y suit special wishes or requirements. Also 
.the form and size of the armor plates upon . 
the various layers of. texture, as well as their 
_number and disposition may'be as desired, 
1t being merely of importance that, when the 
various layers are superposed and fastened to 
one another, a mutual »overlapping of the 
plates and filling up of the free spaces of ad 
jacent lines or rows of plates is ensured. 

1. A body armor, comprising a number 
of flexible layers, plates of bulletproof ma. 
terial arranged in spaced relation upon each 
of said layers', said flexible layers being super 
posed so that the free spaces of each layer 
are covered by plates on .the other layers. 

- 2. A` body armor com rising a number of 
ñexible layers, plates of ulletproof material 
arranged. in spaced checkered relation upon 
each of said layers, said flexible layers being 
superposed so that the free spaces of each 
layer are covered by plates on the other layers 
and so that the various juxtaposed plates 
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.overlap each other. 
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